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ABSTRACT
Automated browsers (web bots) are an invaluable tool for study-
ing the web. However, research has shown that web bots can be
distinguished from regular browsers and that they may be served
different content as a consequence. This undermines their utility as
a measurement tool. So far, three methods have been used to detect
web bots: browser fingerprint, order of site traversal, and aspects
of page interaction.

While site traversal depends on the study being executed, the
other two aspects can be controlled in a generic fashion. Whereas
identifiability of web bot fingerprints has been studied in the past,
how to alter the fingerprint has received less attention. In this paper,
we study which method to alter the fingerprint incurs the least side
effects. Secondly, we provide an initial investigation of how the
interaction API of Selenium differs from human interaction. We
incorporate the latter results into HLISA, an API that simulates
interaction like humans. Finally, we discuss the conceptual arms
race between simulators and detectors and find that conceptually,
detecting HLISA requires modelling human interaction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Browser security; • Information sys-
tems → Browsers; Data extraction and integration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automation is an inevitable requirement for large-scale web studies.
Over the years, tools used by such studies have matured, from sim-
ple command-line HTTP clients (e.g., wget), via extensive HTTP li-
braries (e.g., BeautifulSoup), to headless browsers (e.g., PhantomJS).
However, compared to conventional browsers, such tools have sig-
nificant drawbacks, lacking features and rendering capabilities. A
more recent trend addresses this by using automation frameworks
to automate regular browsers. Interestingly, Jonker et al. [12] found
that the browser fingerprint of such browsers deviates from their
non-automated counterparts. They also found that websites use
these differences to serve different content to web bots than to reg-
ular browsers. Even though their study found that only a few sites
employed such measures, these tactics undermine the fundamental
assumption of web studies: that the measuring tool used encounters
the same web as regular browsers would.

Serving different content hinges on recognising web bots as such.
Three avenues for web bot detection have been identified: browser
fingerprinting (e.g., [12, 36]), site traversal (e.g., [33]), and interac-
tion characteristics (e.g., [3]). Web studies that want to minimise
the error due to web bot detection should account for all three
aspects. Crucially, mitigating site traversal – the path an automated
browser takes over a website – cannot be solved generically, as
such paths depend on the study being executed. However, neither
browser fingerprint nor interaction characteristics are (typically)
study-dependent. Both aspects can thus be generically addressed.

In this paper, we investigate these two aspects. More particularly,
previous studies have found what properties to change about the
browser fingerprint: eliminating the webdriver property suffices
for most contemporary detection approaches, while methods to de-
termine the full fingerprint needed are available [12, 27]. However,
how to alter the browser fingerprint has not been as comprehen-
sibly studied. We investigate various ways to spoof aspects of a
browser fingerprint using JavaScript and elucidate the side effects
inherent in each approach. Secondly, previous studies and online
advice usually focused on changing one specific form of interaction
to reduce the distinctiveness of its automation. In contrast, we offer
a comprehensive study on identifying and reducing distinctiveness
for all types of user interaction observable via JavaScript.

Contributions. The contributions of this paper are:
(1) We compare known means to spoof identifiable properties

in web bot frameworks. We are the first to investigate side
effects that allow the detection of a spoofing attempt. More-
over, we test the effectiveness of best method in the wild.
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(2) We experimentally establish the recognisability of the Sele-
nium interaction API and provide a proof-of-concept interac-
tion library, HLISA, to address the identified shortcomings.

(3) We model the action-reaction cycle between detectors and
simulators as an arms race. This clarifies their limitations,
and how to escalate their respective capabilities. Moreover,
the model enables a legal analysis of detection approaches
vs privacy regulations.

2 RELATEDWORK
Fingerprinting for web bot detection. It is well established that

page traversal and page interaction can be used to detect web
bots [6, 22, 33]. A relatively new approach is to identify browser
properties that are unique to web bots in contrast to conventional
browsers used by real humans. Such unique properties enable dis-
tinguishing a web bot from human visitors on the very first page
visited, without any interaction. Early insights about identifiable
properties were reported in blogs by security researchers [31, 35].
Jonker et al. [12] introduced the first systematic approach to find
identifiable properties. They used browser fingerprinting to iden-
tify differences between web bots and the conventional browsers
these bots were based on. Schwarz et al. [27] introduced JavaScript
template attacks. They traversed the JavaScript object tree hier-
archy to create a template of a client’s setup. Where traditional
browser fingerprinting makes use of a predefined set of known
characteristics, the template attack method traverses the DOM to
find differences.

Jonker et al. [12] investigated whether spoofing identifiable prop-
erties in a Selenium-controlled Chrome browser affects blocking on
websites and found that this indeed occurs. Vastel et al. [36] system-
atically tested the resilience of bot detectors to spoofing and found
that detectors highly depend on the webdriver attribute. Jueck-
stock et al. [13] experimented with a puppeteer spoofing extension
to hide properties in Chrome. They compared measurements be-
tween their hidden Chrome and a headless Chrome browser. They
found significant differences in third-party traffic and JavaScript
execution. Spoofing techniques have also often be used as a defence
against browser fingerprinting. Such spoofing can be performed
either directly in JavaScript [7, 34] or on the browser level [14, 19].

Detecting artificial interaction. Many studies have used interac-
tion as a means to re-identify individuals. A common use case is to
use interaction as a complement to passwords. The focus of these
studies, therefore, mostly concerns typing rhythms as a secondary
authenticator [24]. This idea was also adapted to mobile phones.
Giuffrida et al. [10] used touch events and enhanced this with data
from smartphone sensors (e.g., accelerometer and orientation sen-
sor). In contrast, studies have also examined automating interaction
to perform credential stuffing or brute force attacks. Such works
challenge the security of interaction detection systems by imitating
human interaction with bots. For example, the study by Serwadda
and Phoha [29] demonstrates such an attack by using a large-scale
data set with keystrokes from real users to simulate human typing.
Similarly, Serwadda et al. [30] brought this attack to mobile phones
by leveraging a robotic arm to mimic gestures.

Bots are used in other circumstances to circumvent expectations.
This is particularly egregious in online games (e.g., aim bots) and

online discussion fora (e.g., spam bots). The academic community
has investigated these aspects at great length. For example, mouse
button press and release events were used by Barik et al. [2] to
detect automated clients in web browser games. Limited variety
of player interaction was used by Gianvecchio et al. [9] to iden-
tify bots in the context of an MMO. Chu et al. [3] used keystroke
dynamics and mouse movement to identify spam bots on blogs.
Detection of such bots is also a hot topic outside academia. As such
bots cause significant annoyance for users and maintainers/moder-
ators, a plethora of tools, blog posts and other non-peer reviewed
discussions exist that attempts to identify such bots. On the other
hand, such bots can offer significant benefits to their users, who
actively discuss ways to introduce more realistic interaction into
them (cf. comparison in Appendix G).

3 EVADING FINGERPRINT-BASED
DETECTION

Browser fingerprinting allows websites to detect bots without any
interaction on a page. Hence, to prevent bot detection, the first
defence is to hide a web bot’s identifiable properties.

There are two approaches to changing browser properties: mod-
ifying the browser’s source code and overriding properties at run
time (e.g., via JavaScript). Both have their merits and disadvantages.
Overriding based on the built-in functionality of the JavaScript
API can be applied dynamically, even for properties created at run
time. Furthermore, it is easy to deploy, as JavaScript code is directly
injected into a web page and is cross-platform compatible. One
downside is that side effects may occur due to JavaScript quirks.
Moreover, such modifications can break websites, as already found
for some privacy extensions [5].

In contrast, browser level patches of properties avoid the in-
troduction of such side effects. However, adjusting the browser
source code adds considerable overhead. First, adjustments must
be maintained for newly appearing browser versions. Second, the
browser build process may be a challenge for some users. Lastly, a
browser level implementation binds a solution to a single platform.
However, it is currently unclear if JavaScript level patching can be
made without thwarting web measurements.

In the remainder of this section, we explore approaches in JavaScript
for property spoofing. We use our insights to build an extension
for OpenWPM, that can hide detectable properties. Finally, we test
our implementation on 1,000 websites.

3.1 JavaScript-based spoofing methods
To select spoofing methods suitable for our evaluation, we consider
approaches used earlier in the literature and approaches adopted by
popular browser extensions. In more detail, we conducted source
code reviews of spoofing extensions available for Firefox [17, 18, 25,
26, 28], academic work to fight browser fingerprinting [4, 7, 19, 34]
and research to block ads [32]. This led us to the following methods:

(1) defineProperty is a built-in function of JavaScript objects
to directly set or alter an object’s property.

(2) __defineGetter__ overrides a getter-function allowing us
to return a specific value without changing it. Note that this
function was deprecated by Mozilla.
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Table 1: Detectable side effects by spoofing methods

Spoofing method
Side effect 1 2 3 4

Incorrect order of navigator properties × ×
Modified navigator._length × ×
New Object.keys(navigator) × ×
Defined navigator.__proto__.webdriver ×
Unnamed window.navigator functions ×

(3) setPrototypeOf sets a new prototype for an object which
provides control over the object’s properties.

(4) Proxy objects allow to re-define the behaviour of an object
by wrapping it with a proxy object.

We tested each method to spoof navigator.webdriver prop-
erty to return false within Firefox. Note that this is an easy-to-use
property available by convention [37] and plays a crucial role in the
identification of WebDriver-controlled user agents [36]. To check
for the occurrence of side effects of each method, we use JavaScript
template attacks by Schwarz et al. [27] and the modified fingerprint
library by Jonker et al. [12].

Table 1 list the four evaluated methods along with their side
effects. Interestingly, none of the previously applied methods was
side-effect free in our measurement. For methods 1 and 2, we
observe that each attempt to spoof a property increments the
navigator.length property. Spoofing the length property in this
manner is insufficient, as its original value remains in the prototype
chain. In addition, we find a change in the order of items when it-
erating through properties of the navigator properties. This reveals
which property has been overwritten. In a regular Firefox browser,
the webdriver attribute is enumerable but disappears from the
listing when calling Object.keys(navigator) in our overwritten
version. However, it is possible to remedy this by setting the enu-
merable property to true. The third method does not include the
previous method’s side effects but is inherently detectable. In regu-
lar Firefox, the chain __proto__ is not defined for the webdriver
attribute but needs to be set in order to execute this method. We
find that wrapping the navigator object is detectable by calling the
toString function for the last approach. As shown in Listing 1, the
result of this overriding leads to missing function names.

//Call of a toString function of a built -in method
window.navigator.toString.toString ();

// Output in a regular Firefox browser
"function toString () {

[native code]
}"

// Output after shadowing methods via proxy objects
"function () {

[native code]
}"

Listing 1: Detectability of JavaScript spoofing with on
proxies objects.

We conclude that JavaScript proxy objects appear to be most
suitable for spoofing. While an adversarial website could spot a
wrapped navigator object, it does not know what property was

Table 2: Results from the screenshot evaluation.

Response sites visits
(1) (2) (1) (2)

total 921 921 7,230 7,221
missing ads 7 3 56 10
– no ads 5 1 40 4
– less ads 2 2 16 6
blocking/CAPTCHAs 8 1 49 3
frozen video element(s) 1 0 8 0

Results for crawler OpenWPM (1) and OpenWPM+extension (2).

changed when applying this approach to multiple properties. Fur-
ther, benign web users may apply the same techniques through
extensions, e.g., userAgent spoofers, privacy extensions, and such.
Still, the effectiveness of this approach must be evaluated on real
world websites.

3.2 Evaluation
We developed a browser extension to spoof the webdriver property
in OpenWPM clients based on our selected method. To evaluate
our extension in the field, we run OpenWPM with/without our ex-
tension on two different machines. We use a consistent setup with
OpenWPM v.0.13.0 and run the Firefox browsers in headful mode.
We then let both machines visit the same set of websites simultane-
ously. Our website set consists of a random selection of 1,000 sites
taken from the Top 10K websites of the Tranco list [15]. As our
experiment could be influenced through web dynamics (bidding
processes, content updates, etc.) as well as blocking through suspi-
cious IP ranges (e.g., university or cloud-based IP addresses [11, 38]),
we take precautions. First, we use distinct residential IP addresses
and second, we run 8 browsers instances simultaneous per machine.
This provides us with a baseline to average out variations.

Incidence of blocking. We check if our extension mitigates bot
detection while not breaking websites. To measure incidences of
detection, we review screenshots and count the occurrence of block-
ing pages, CAPTCHAs, visible error messages and HTTP response
status codes that occur only for one machine. In addition, we eval-
uate if there is missing content (such as ads). We choose to use
visual responses as these allow definitive attribution to bot detec-
tion, while other measurable aspects (e.g., cookies or HTTP traffic)
do not. Note that not all web sites with bot detectors react visually
to automated visitors [13]. As such, this check is only an approxima-
tion to determine the effect of using the spoofing implementation.

Table 2 breaks down our results of screenshot evaluation sep-
arated into reached sites and successful visits. We see that the
number of sites with visible signs of bot detection is low. All ob-
served differences combined occur on only 16 (1.7%) sites for the
regular OpenWPM client. We find that spoofing significantly re-
duces this effect. In fact, we see only one site that deploys blocking
against our extended OpenWPM version for a smaller subset of
visits.

To identify blocking at HTTP level, we look at status codes
in HTTP responses. We separated these by first and third-party
responses. We further use Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs signed-Rank
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Test with a confidence interval of 95% to test for significance. Our
results show only a notable difference in first-party errors, with a
significant decrease (𝑝-value = 0.004) when using our extension.
We find that this decrease is mainly due to responses with 403
(forbidden) and 503 (service unavailable) as shown in Appendix B.
Both status codes can be related to the effect of bot detection.

Incidence of website breakage. Lastly, we look for deformed lay-
outs, frozen elements, missing content and HTTP errors to spot if
any website breakage occurred. Interestingly, we identified one site
with a deformed layout and one site with an ever-loading video
element, which hints at compatibility issues on these sites. Unfor-
tunately, while the effect persisted when running the experiment
on another machine, we failed to identify the root cause for these
breaks.

4 RECOGNISING GENERATED INTERACTION
In this section, we examine how page interaction generated by
OpenWPM is identifiable from non-automated clients. OpenWPM
does not offer its own interaction API, but simply exposes the
Selenium interaction API, which communicates via the WebDriver
protocol with Firefox’s browser engine (Gecko). A web page can
monitor such interactions through JavaScript events.

To take the website perspective, we set up an experiment to mea-
sure the interaction of Selenium, ourselves, and naive approaches to
improve Selenium’s shortcomings. Based on the experiment results,
we design and implement the Human-Like Interaction Selenium
API (HLISA) to reduce the detectability of any web bot using the
Selenium framework (such as OpenWPM).

4.1 Improving Selenium’s interaction API
We performed several experiments to compare the interaction of
Selenium with that of a regular human (ourselves). For that, we
distinguish between fine-grained and course-grained actions. A
fine-grained action is a single operation, such as a mouse button
press. In contrast, a coarse-grained action consists of a chain of
fine-grained actions. For example, clicking an element on a page
could consist of three steps: moving the cursor, pressing the mouse
button, and releasing it. We based our investigation on coarse-
grained actions that are essential for typical web browsing activities
(typing, clicking, mouse movement and scrolling). We found that
Selenium’s speed and precision far outstrip human capabilities. We
created a new Human-Like Interaction Selenium API (HLISA) which
addresses these concerns and provides more human-like interaction.
Below, we discuss our findings and solutions to mouse movement,
scrolling, clicking and typing in more detail. We refer to Appendix E
for a detailed description of our setup to record interactions.

Mouse movement (Fig. 1). Mouse movement of a human has an
initial acceleration, deceleration near the end of the trajectory, and
moves in a jitterish curved trajectory. Selenium’s interaction API,
in contrast, moves at a uniform speed over a straight line. A naive
solution would be to use a straightforward Bézier curve, but as is
apparent from Fig. 1, this is still very artificial. In contrast, HLISA
modifies a Bézier curve by starting with acceleration and ends with
deceleration, over a jittery curve. We use the speed, acceleration

Figure 1: Cursor trajectories for: (A) Selenium, (B) human,
(C) naive solution, (D) HLISA.

Figure 2: Experiment: distribution of mouse clicks of (top
left) Selenium, (top right) humans, (bottom left) naive solu-
tion, (bottom right) HLISA.

and jitter of the mouse movement observed in the experiment as a
baseline.

Mouse clicks (Fig. 2). Selenium clicks perfectly in the centre of
the HTML element. In contrast, clicks by humans are much more
distributed but hardly ever in the centre. A naive approach would
be to randomise the click location, e.g., using a uniform distribution
(bottom left in Fig. 2). While this does improve over Selenium’s
default behaviour, it generates clicks in places humans never reach.
In contrast, HLISA uses a normal distribution with parameters
drawn from our experiment.

Scrolling. Our experiments with scrolling found that Selenium
does not offer an API for scrolling. Its default method for scrolling
lacks mouse wheel events and can scroll arbitrary long distances
in one scroll event, as opposed to human scrolling via the mouse
wheel. However, there is a plethora of other human interactions
that trigger scrolling, including scroll bar, anchor links, arrow keys,
space bar, search functionality, and Firefox’s auto scroll. As such,
detecting bots based on scrolling is challenging and there is no
obvious, naive solution that does address Selenium’s shortcomings.
Nevertheless, HLISA extends the Selenium API with a function
to simulate scrolling, which uses the default mouse wheel scroll
distance (57 pixels), uses a normal distribution to incorporate short
breaks, and incorporates a slightly longer break to account for
moving one’s finger to continue scrolling the mouse wheel.

Key presses. Key presses of Selenium have a negligible dwell time
(time a key is pressed); moreover, overall typing speed is inhumanly
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# Importing the HLISA library
from HLISA.hlisa_action_chains import HLISA_ActionChains

# Creating an ActionChain with HLISA
ac = HLISA_ActionChains(webdriver)

# Selecting an element
element = driver.find_element_by_id('text_area ')

# Adding mouse movement and typing with HLISA
ac.move_to_element(element)
ac.send_keys_to_element(element , "Text..")

# Executing a chain
ac.perform ()

Listing 2: Code example for clicking and sending keys to an
element with HLISA.

fast (13,333 characters per minute) and flawless. In our experiments,
we observed that fast typing with 10 fingers (600 characters per
minute) can cause interleaving key presses, i.e., sometimes a key is
only released when a different key has already been pressed.

Moreover, while humans need to press modifier keys to press
characters like capital letters, Selenium can input any character that
exists without pressing additional modifier keys. By monitoring
the usage of modifier keys, detectors can infer the keyboard layout,
which can be used for static fingerprinting purposes. In contrast,
HLISA ensures dwell time is random, drawn from a normal distribu-
tion parametrised with values found in our experiment. In addition,
HLISA simulates a key press for the Shift key when needed. Finally,
HLISA incorporates contextual pauses based on the measurements
due to Alves et al. [1].

Implementation and deployment. To trigger events via HLISA,
HLISA functions call the fine-grained interaction functions of the
original SeleniumAPI (such as move_to_offset(x,y), key_down(),
and key_up()). This makes HLISA resistant to changes in the Sele-
nium source code that do not affect the Selenium API. The default
Selenium API enforces a lower bound on the duration of mouse
movements that is too high for simulating human interaction. For
Selenium versions <4, we change this duration to 50 msec by over-
riding the internal Selenium function create_pointer_move().
This allows us to express human-like mouse movements.

HLISA’s API provides the same calls and signatures as in the
original Selenium API (as shown in Table 3 in the Appendix); with
the exception of a few additions. This allows developers to integrate
HLISA by modifying two lines of code (see red code in Listing 2).
Hence, HLISA is compatible with all python projects already using
Selenium.

4.2 An arms race model of interaction
simulation/detection

Conceptually, websites (as detectors) and web bots (as simulators)
are engaged in an arms race. Analogous to the ad blocking arms
race as modelled by Storey et al. [32], detectors and simulators can
not only refine their current techniques but also escalate the war
by introducing stronger techniques.

In Figure 3, we depict a conceptual model of this arms race. Note
that other detection mechnisms (e.g., fingerprinting) will give rise
to a similar arms race. Simulators begin by exhibiting unlimited

No limits on
behaviour

Detect artificial
behaviour

Limit behaviour to
humanly possible

Detect deviations
from human
behaviour

Use distribution of
human behaviour

Tracking consistency
of behaviour

Use consistent
behaviour

Recognise specific
user profile

Use specific user
profile

Web bot Website

Figure 3: A model of the arms race for page interaction.

behaviour: unhumanly fast, unhumanly perfect, and able to interact
with all elements irrespective of visibility. Detectors can identify
bots by detecting these aspects. This can cause simulators to limit
their interaction to that which is humanly possible: not beyond
human speeds, including noise instead of perfect replayability, and
accounting for visibility. Either side can refine their techniques fur-
ther, succeeding in detecting (e.g., detecting artificalness of noise,
adding honey elements) or evading detection. In addition, detectors
can escalate, by moving from detecting specific aspects of how
simulators interact, to detecting deviations from an expected base-
line (human interaction). This forces the simulators to move to
simulating human interaction. Once again, either side can refine
their techniques – in this case, the models on which detection/sim-
ulation is based. The next escalation is to recognise that certain
interactions are correlated. For example, faster mouse movement
may be correlated with higher (or lower) accuracy clicks. Detectors
that move to this level will detect simulators that lack such internal
consistency in their interactions. Simulators can, of course, adopt
such consistency, which will ultimately defeat detection based ex-
clusively on interaction. The detectors can only escalate further by
incorporating information beyond interaction (marked with dotted
lines in Fig. 3) such as browser fingerprints or individual interaction
profiles for specific users (e.g., social media sites have sufficient
data for this). This requires an enrolment period during which the
detector learns the specific individual’s interaction patterns. The
only way to defeat such detection mechanisms is to move from
simulating interaction that is plausibly human, to simulating the
specific interaction profile of a specific individual.

Finally, note that privacy regulations such as EU’s GDPR can
set a legal limit to how far detectors can evolve. For example, any
detection technique that could be used to identify and track a person
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would likely fall under the GDPR’s purview. The top two detection
levels focus detection to such an extent, that individual users could
be distinguished. That may run afoul of privacy regulations, though
a detailed legal analysis is needed to determine the exact legal limits.

In conclusion, we find that the simulators can always beat the
detectors by making use of the same models. This works well for
the first few detection strategies, as these are based on generic
findings. However, higher up, this becomes more complex: the exact
model of consistency needed to satisfy a detector may not be public
knowledge. While this complicates matters for the simulators, they
have the advantage that detectors must not be too strict or risk
barring human visitors entry. Finally, HLISA offers a simulation of
human interaction. As such, it is situated at the third level in the
hierarchy of Fig. 3. Thus, consistently defeating HLISA requires
tracking consistency of behaviour. We caution that HLISA is not the
endgame of this level; several refinements are possible to approach
human interaction more closely.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we (1) investigated side effects of various methods to
alter the browser fingerprint, (2) investigated how page interaction
using Selenium’s interaction API is recognisably different from
human interaction, (3) incorporated our findings on interaction
into HLISA, a new interaction library for Selenium.

We conclude that fingerprint hiding – in the sense that first-party
bot detection can be mostly prevented – is effective. However, we
find that spoofing properties in JavaScript can lead to website break-
age. This observation, in general is not new, but we were surprised
that even simple changes to only the navigator object already
caused breaks. As such, we advise investigating the compatibility
of stealth plugins before using them in large-scale studies. HLISA
is publicly available as Python library1. Our spoofing extension can
be found in the official OpenWPM repository (accepted as draft)2.

To the best of our knowledge, HLISA is the first comprehensive
interaction API that allows Selenium-based bots to hide identifiable
behaviour. Based on the conceptual evaluation of an arms race
between interaction detectors and simulators, HLISA significantly
raises the bar for detectors. Before HLISA, bot interaction was
detectable by its artificial nature. To detect HLISA, an interaction-
based detector needs to compare the observed interaction to a
model of human behaviour. We hope our findings help the research
community to improve the reliability of web measurements.

Future work. HLISA’s approximation of human behaviour can be
further defined. First of all, HLISA’smodels of human interaction are
based on an extremely small set of data. Extending the experiments
with more subjects can improve the models underlying HLISA’s
interaction. Secondly, the interaction of scrolling and mouse move-
ment can be further refined. Mouse movements especially are a
rich source for analysis in studies in the human-computer inter-
face field [8, 16, 23]. Related, the simulation of scrolling could be
furthered to account for Firefox’s smooth scrolling setting.

The conceptual discussion of HLISA’s limitations offers a frame-
work to reason about its capabilities but lacks concrete data. A

1https://pypi.org/project/HLISA/
2https://github.com/mozilla/OpenWPM/pull/526

practical evaluation would be desirable, but such necessitates detec-
tors. To the best of our knowledge, no study to date has proposed a
methodology to identify unknown interaction detectors in the wild
with certainty.

Finally, our findings with respect to side effects of fingerprint
overriding suggest an investigation comparing stealth extensions is
merited. In particular, such an investigation should elucidate how
often they cause errors on the visited site and how often they are
detected.
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A ETHICS
Involvement of human participants
The experiments in this paper involving human subjects were ex-
tremely limited in scope. The goal of these experiments was not to
establish an average of generic human behaviour, but to contrast
Selenium’s interaction with that of an individual human. As such,

we limited the involved human participants to ourselves. Our in-
stitution has an ethical advisory board, separate and independent
from its IRB, as the formal IRB process is typically very long, while
the advisory board can give advice within a few workdays. We
asked the ethical advisory board for advice on whether approval by
the IRB was necessary. The advisory board agreed that in this case,
for the specific, limited amount of data gathered from the authors
themselves, a full, formal ethical review process was not needed.

Unintended negative secondary effects (dual use)
Though our work aims to improve the accuracy of tooling used in
scientific studies of the web, we realise that our work may have
secondary effects. The goal of our work is to make web bots less
distinguishable from regular visitors. This may be leveraged by
nefarious bots as well as benign bots.

In fact, malicious web bot campaigns already incorporate human
simulated interaction that circumvents fraud detection (for example,
Methbot [21]). Methbot’s interaction capabilities seem to be at least
as good as those of HLISA, soHLISA is not extending the capabilities
of criminals. This leaves benign uses of HLISA: for researchers, to
augment their scraping bots; and for websites, to augment their
bot defences (by incorporating behavioural bot detection trained
against HLISA).

With these effects in mind, we believe the beneficial effects to
outweigh the potential negative consequences of our research.

Limited applicability of the model
HLISA’s interaction model is based on the data collected fromwhite,
male, Western-European, highly educated subjects studying com-
puter science. These subjects are obviously not representative of
the world’s population. As such, we caution against using HLISA
as-is for other purposes (e.g., usability testing).

B ERROR OCCURRENCEWITHIN HTTP
TRAFFIC

Figure 4 shows the occurrence of error-related HTTP responses
from our evaluation in Section 3.2. In general, OpenWPM does
not retrieve a far larger number of error responses, when being

Figure 4: HTTP (error) responses listed by status code with
more than 100 occurrences.
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detectable. However, we see a significant variation for responses
with 403 and 503 codes, which refers to blocking.

C EVENTS RELATED TO OR TRIGGERED BY
INTERACTION

• Document:
– copy
– cut
– dragend
– dragenter
– dragleave
– dragover
– dragstart
– drag
– drop
– fullscreenchange
– gotpointercapture
– keydown
– keypress
– keyup
– lostpointercapture
– paste
– pointercancel
– pointerdown
– pointerenter
– pointerleave
– pointermove
– pointerout
– pointerover
– pointerup
– scroll
– selectionchange
– selectstart
– touchcancel

– touchend
– touchmove
– touchstart
– transitionend
– transitionrun
– transitionstart
– visibilitychange
– wheel

• Element:
– auxclick
– blur
– click
– contextmenu
– dblclick
– focusin
– focusout
– focus
– mousedown
– mouseenter
– mouseleave
– mousemove
– mouseout
– mouseover
– mouseup
– select

• Window:
– resize
– focus

D MEASURING SELENIUM’S INTERACTION
To analyse the behaviour exhibited by Selenium interaction API,
we first determined how to measure any interaction. OpenWPM
uses the Firefox browser, which offers 57 events (see Appendix C)
related to or triggered by interaction. Many of these provide over-
lapping information. The following set of 10 events together cover
all interaction information available to a web page:

• Mouse movements:
– mousemove

• Mouse clicking:
– dblclick
– mousedown
– mouseup

• Scrolling:
– scroll
– wheel

• Typing:
– keydown
– keyup

• Touch:
– touchstart
– touchend

• Losing/gaining focus:
– visibilitychange
– blur
– focus

Interestingly, the granularity of events varies. In particular, the
granularity of mouse movement events can vary. Moreover, we
did not find a correlation between the number of events fired per
second and mouse movement speed. All in all, we found Firefox’s
event API too coarse to register every detail of normal mouse move-
ment. In contrast, events for all other categories provide a more
complete view. For example, the granularity for typing events is
1ms. Interestingly, for mouse clicking, Firefox asks its environ-
ment what the maximum interval is to consider two consecutive
clicks a double click. For Windows, this defaults to 500ms; in testing
Selenium, we found a maximum interval of 600ms.

Scroll-related events can be triggered in many ways, includ-
ing: mouse wheel, trackpad scrolling, scroll bar, arrow keys, using
find, URL anchors, auto scrolling. This wide array of origins, each
causing different amount of scrolling, significantly restricts the ef-
fectiveness of using this type of interaction to distinguish bots from
human visitors. Thus, even though the amount scrolled by a scroll-
wheel ‘click’ is fixed (57 pixels in our setup), different scrolling
amounts can and will occur in normal use. Absence of a wheel
event, or different amount of scroll distance thus do not suffice to
distinguish a web bot from humans. Touch movement can also
indicate a touchpad, and, as such, is included in mousemove. Finally,
focus events can be triggered by Selenium also after minimising
a headful browser. Minimising causes a visibilitychange event,
after which no further interaction should occur. This should be
addressed in experiment design.

E MEASURING HUMAN INTERACTION
We built a website that uses JavaScript to record events. For each
interaction type, our site asks the user to perform simple tasks.

For mouse movement, we record the cursor coordinates and
timestamps for each onmousemove event. We use this data to moni-
tor the distance, slope and speed of the cursor as well as to create
a visual representation of the taken path. The site instructed the
participant to click two distant elements in a specific order, so that
the interaction starts and ends at similar positions.

For mouse clicks, we created a moving element to collect data
for various different angles. The element relocates every time after
it is clicked. Our human participant repeated this task 100 times,
where we recorded the dwell time and the position of each click.

For scrolling events, we created a page with a sufficient height
(30K pixels). The task was to scroll via the mouse wheel from top
to bottom at a comfortable pace. This provides realistic data on one
scrolling method; other methods are not considered.

Last, we took measurements on typing by letting user type a
given text of 100 characters. Our page recorded key press and
key release events, including the timestamp when they occurred.
From this, we derived dwell and flight times for a user’s keystrokes.
(Dwell time denotes the time between a key press and a key release;
flight time is the time between a key release and key press.) We
combined our data with the timing of various pauses from the work
of Alves et al. [1]. Our distribution thereby takes into account a
variety of timings of events, such as pauses after opening or closing
a sentence, writing a new word, using commas, and many more.
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Table 3: The HLISA API.

API function Arguments Description

HLISA_ActionChains() webdriver Constructor to create an action chain
perform() Executes actions in a chain
reset_actions() Removes all actions from the current chain
pause() duration Pauses the execution of the action chain (in sec)
move_to() x,y Moves the cursor from the current position to a given position
move_by_offset() x, y Moves the cursor relative to the current position
move_to_element() element Moves the cursor to a position within an element’s boundaries
move_to_element_with_offset() element, x, y Moves the cursor relative to an element’s top-left corner
move_to_element_outside_viewport() element Scrolls element into the viewport before using move_to_element
click() element Clicks. If element is provided, first performs move_to_element
click_and_hold() element Same as click without release action
release() element Same as click without press action
double_click() element Same as click with an additional click shortly after the first
send_keys() keys Executes a human typing rhythm for the given keys
send_keys_to_element() element, keys Selects the element, then executes the send_keys function
scroll_by() x, y Scrolls the viewport till a distance is taken
scroll_to() x, y Scrolls until the specified position is in the top left corner
context_click() element Same as click using a right mouse button
drag_and_drop() element1, element2 Press left button over element1, move mouse to element2, release mouse button
drag_and_drop_by_offset() element, x, y Press left mouse button on element, moves to target offset (x, y) and releases button
functionname() replacement for Selenium function to interact human-like
functionname() new function, not available in Selenium
functionname() passthrough to Selenium’s implementation

F CURRENT LIMITATIONS OF HLISA
The current implementation of HLISA is limited in its capability to
impersonate human interaction in two general ways. First, there
are some key aspects of human behaviour that transcend individual
interaction with a page, but concern more generic behavioural
aspects which need to be seperately modelled. Whether and to what
extent such behaviour should be simulated depends on the specific
experiment being conducted and thus should not be integrated into
HLISA. For example, human visitors may exhibit non-functional
interaction with webpages, such as selecting and deselecting parts
of a page without purpose. Such idiosyncrasies of human behaviour
cannot be executed independently by an interaction API, as it may
interfere with an experiment’s purpose. In a similar vein, there are
other aspects of interaction that increase distinctiveness, which
should be handled on the level of an experiment, outside of any
specific interaction API. These include:

• Mouse movement starting at (0,0), which can be solved by
moving the mouse prior to loading a page

• Adding random/spontaneous mouse movements
• Misclicking
• Introducing typing errors andmore complex typing behaviour
such as reformulating sentences, pausing in longer texts,
erasing and cancelling input.

While such aspects cannot be delegated to an interaction API,
there are several ways to further refine HLISA to better approximate
human interaction. A general caveat is that HLISA currently uses a
normal distribution (parameters following from our experiments)
to introduce noise in behaviour, while human behaviour is not
normally distributed [3]. Similarly, HLISA is a proof-of-concept
interaction API. It accounts for basic measurements of interaction,

such as dwell and flight times of clicks and key presses. Advanced
measures of interaction, such as adapting mouse movement to
target size and shape, go beyond its proof-of-concept nature. For
the same reason, HLISA does not account for touch actions.

G HLISA IN COMPARISON TO OTHER TOOLS
In Table 4, we compare the features covered by HLISA with other
tools that simulate parts of human interaction. These come from
a variety of sources,ranging from tools focusing on browser in-
teraction (e.g., Scroller), to tools focusing on scripting games (e.g.,
BezMouse).
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Table 4: A comparison of different libraries or code samples to simulate human like behaviour. A ‘✓’ indicates the functionality
is present in the library or code sample

Functionality Package

HMM1 PyC2 BezMouse3 pyHM4 Scroller5 ClickBot6 [20]7 HLISA
Mouse movement functionality ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Realistic mouse movement speed ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Movement accelerates/decellerates ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Movement shivering ✓ ?𝑎 ✓

Curve in movement𝑏,𝑐 ✓ ✓ ✓ ?𝑎 ✓ ✓

Moves to random location in element𝑏 ✓

Click functionality ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Realistic dwell time𝑏 ?𝑎 ✓ ✓
Simulates accidental right click ✓
Simulates accidental double click ✓
Simulates accidental no click ✓

Scrolling functionality ✓ ✓
Pause between scroll ticks ✓ ✓
Pause for finger replacement ✓ ✓
Realistic scroll distance in tick ✓ ✓

Keyboard functionality ✓ ✓

Flight time𝑏 ✓ ✓

Dwell time𝑏 ✓
Timings based on data ✓ ✓

Other features
Selenium ready ✓ ✓ ✓

1. “Human-like mouse movement”: answer using B-spline curves to question on StackOverflow https://stackoverflow.com/a/48690652
2. Pyclick: Python library for mouse movement using Bézier curves https://github.com/patrikoss/pyclick
3. BezMouse: Python tool for mouse movement using Bézier curves, to avoid bot detection in games https://github.com/vincentbavitz/bezmouse
4. Python Human Movements: Python package to simulate human movement https://pypi.org/project/pyHM/
5. Scroller: tool to simulate human scrolling in Selenium https://github.com/hayj/Scroller
6. ClickBot: Java tool to simulate mouse movement and clicks https://github.com/amSangi/ClickBot/
7. Bachelor thesis, incorporates typing rhythm from HCI literature in Java framework

a. The project links to source code that is incomplete
b. Absence of this feature makes interaction obviously artificial
c. Previously required to bypass Google reCaptcha https://stackoverflow.com/a/37220168
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